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ABOUT THE BAT
AND BALL STATION
REDEVELOPMENT
Bat and Ball Station is a Grade II listed
building built in 1862. It is one of the few
listed Victorian buildings in Northern
Sevenoaks. The building served as the main
station building for around 130 years until
its closure in 1991. The station remained
vacant for 25 years and had fallen into a
state of disrepair prior to the redevelopment.
There were concerns that the building
could continue to deteriorate and become
beyond repair if no action was taken, and the
heritage asset would be lost.
It was believed that there was significant
potential for the building to generate social
value, but very limited market value due
to its location, constraints and heritage
status. Subsequently, there was very little
incentive for private sector investment and
redevelopment: an exercise to market the
building returned little interest. A local
consultation exercise showed that the area
around Bat and Ball station was not regarded
as a good place to be in the evenings, with
locals feeling unsafe around the station due
to the disused building with a lack of human
presence and poor lighting.
The project aimed to bring this heritage
building back into productive use, providing
an important community hub to serve the
local resident population and commuters.
It presented an opportunity to provide an
essential community hub for a broad range
of social activities and interpretation of
heritage. It is intended to provide a safe
space for community activities, including
younger populations who say they need more
facilities. This is believed to be essential to
reduce anti-social behaviour seen in the area.
The project will also provide opportunities for
cross-generational activity, enabling younger
people to engage with elder members of the

community, particularly those in need.
Prior to the redevelopment, there was a
lack of awareness of the station’s heritage
status due to its inaccessibility and lack
of interpretation material. The project
therefore aimed to enable existing and
new communities to learn about the local
heritage of Bat and Ball. For example, the
station has seen royal visits in the past with
Queen Victoria travelling through the station
in 1867, presenting a key narrative to help
bring the building back into use for the
community. This asset will be re-introduced
to the community through a recreation
of this royal visit to raise awareness of the
building’s strong heritage.
In addition, the station is on the Thameslink
Sevenoaks line between West Hampstead
and Sevenoaks. An estimated 75,000
commuters used the station per annum. The
redevelopment therefore represented an
opportunity to engage an existing audience
who already used the station and provide
essential services such as a café and toilet.
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Poor access to the station (11 percent) and
the non-existence of a café (10 percent) were
also mentioned, along with the fact that
Sevenoaks station has better services (19
percent).
In the open responses, respondents
mentioned the lack of lighting around the
station and the excess of litter. Moreover, the
area felt unsafe as there were often groups of
young people hanging around and the area
was sometimes used to deal drugs.

Revenue generated from these facilities will
be used to support the ongoing maintenance
of the station, or reinvested in other
community activities.
Since 2011, Sevenoaks Town Council
has made a public commitment to the
regeneration of the Bat and Ball area. Public
investments in complementary projects that
demonstrate this commitment including
the £3m Bat and Ball Centre: a community
and conference centre on the other side of
the railway line, which is currently under
development.
A survey was conducted amongst 63 local
people in August 2017 by the Sevenoaks Town
Council prior to the development. Anti-social
behaviour, the lack of facilities, and limited
accessibility were the most pressing issues
according to the community. When asked
to list their top reasons for not using, or not
enjoying, using the station, the high level
of anti-social behaviour in and around the
station (25 percent) was the most important
reason. The lack of public toilets was the
second most important reason (23 percent).

“[There are] intimidating young adults
hanging around the station and there is
vandalism. My young child has to go past
groups of frightening youths. There should be
more security, camera at the front and back
of the station, and more police.” [Respondent,
Baseline survey] “This station seems to have
been forgotten…and people using it are often
referred to as troublemakers. That may be
due to the perception that is given by some
of the unsociable elements who hang around
the station. It is also a point for drug dealing
which puts users off from using the station.”
[Respondent, Baseline survey]
The redevelopment plans had strong public
backing. The Bat and Ball Station Friends
Group was established in 2014 to support
regeneration in the Bat and Ball community.
The Friends Group has created and
maintained a community garden adjacent to
the station building, installed a community
noticeboard and supported the introduction
of a new bus service connected to the station.
Sevenoaks Town Council received £755,600
of funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) to contribute to the redevelopment of
the station buildings in 2018. Sevenoaks Town
Council also secured funding of £130,000
from Sevenoaks District Council Community
Infrastructure Levy fund and additional
funding towards ancillary works, e.g. cycle
racks and the new access to platform 1. The
Railway Heritage Trust also provided grant
funding towards additional works including
heritage railings and gates, heritage clocks
and seating, signage, cleaning of external
brickwork, and external lighting.
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ABOUT THIS
EVALUATION
This evaluation is intended to give
an indication of perceptions of the
redevelopment, and the economic and social
outcomes that have been created as part of
the redevelopment. This report sets out what
has been achieved to date, and gives some
insight into what the longer-term impact of
the HLF investment is likely to be.

• Data on passenger numbers provided
by Govia Thameslink Railway and
Southeastern

The evaluation draws on a number of
sources:

• The Northern Sevenoaks Masterplan,
prepared in 20171

Primary data

• A baseline survey of 63 members of the
local community. A paper and online survey
was distributed in August 2017 by Sevenoaks
Town Council
• A survey of 97 commuters. A flyer was
handed to commuters on the morning of
Thursday 14 March 2019. The flyer contained
details of a survey that commuters could
take on their phone or on a computer
• A survey of 98 attendees at the two
Sevenoaks Open Days (held on 19 January
and 16 February 2019) and an additional 6
respondents at a Community Art Workshop
• A survey of five volunteers, accompanied by
a more in-depth case study provided by the
Sevenoaks Camera Club

Youth Trust needed for addressing antisocial behaviour at Bat and Ball Station

• An economic impact assessment of the
redevelopment, conducted by AECOM in
2016

• Data from the contractors who undertook
the redevelopment
The open days were held inside the station
building, and included details of future plans
for the station. Those who completed the
open day surveys had therefore seen the
inside of the building and are likely to have
had more of an idea of future plans for the
station (such as the plan for a new entrance
to the station, joining the community centre
to platform 1).
Most of those who took the commuter
survey are frequently travellers; over half use
the station on five days per week or more.
However, many would not yet have seen the
inside of the main part of the building.

• Evaluations of heritage events that were
held during the redevelopment

Significantly more people completed the
open day and commuter surveys than the
young people and volunteer surveys; this
should be considered when interpreting the
data.

• Crime statistics provided by Kent Police

Demographics of the survey participants can
be found in the appendices, page 37.

• A survey of 15 young people (of school age)
who use the station

Secondary data

• Data on youth visits by Sevenoaks Area
1 https://sevenoaksndp.files.wordpress.com/2018/02/4140_20171120_northern-sevenoaks-masterplan_final.pdf
2PaulMat51794654. (2019, 19 March). Great. After years of neglect. And writing to Network South East or whatever

the franchise was called telling them it was the worst
station in Kent, have now got one of the best. Well done [Twitter post]. Retrieved from https://twitter.com/PaulMat51794654/status/1108108056083206144
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HEADLINE
PERCEPTIONS
OF THE
REDEVELOPMENT
Overall, the feedback on the station
redevelopment has been very positive. The
feedback in the surveys, ad-hoc feedback from
people who spoke to the research team, and
social media coverage has been largely very
Figure 1: Example social media feedback
positive. In addition, the building has been
shortlisted for the RIBA South East Regional
Awards 2019.
2

3

Figure 1: Example social media feedback
2

3

8.2

Baseline survey

9.2

Open Day Attendees

8.7

Commuters

7.3

Young People

F2: Stakeholders' perceptions of use of
HLF funds4
Q. Giving a score between 0 and 10, with 0
being not appropriate at all, and 10 being
extremely appropriate, hpw appropriate a
use of the Heritage Lottery Fund’s money
is improving the station building and
therefore the local area? n=63, 102, 95, 10

Many survey participants had suggestions
for further improvements for the station, and
these are outlined below. However, negative
feedback about the work carried out so far was
rare, with only isolated examples – including
graffiti on one of the restored window frames
(which has since been removed).
2 PaulMat51794654. (2019, 19 March). Great. After years of neglect. And writing to Network South East or whatever the franchise
2 PaulMat51794654. (2019, 19 March). Great. After years of neglect. And writing to Network South East or whatever the franchise
was
called telling them it was the worst station in Kent, have now got one of the best. Well done [Twitter post]. Retrieved from
was called telling them it was the worst station in Kent, have now got one of the best. Well done [Twitter post]. Retrieved from
https://twitter.com/PaulMat51794654/status/1108108056083206144
https://twitter.com/PaulMat51794654/status/1108108056083206144
3 37OaksWW1. (2019, 6 March). Conserving our railway heritage; creating a new community asset; showcasing the historical context
7OaksWW1. (2019, 6 March). Conserving our railway heritage; creating a new community asset; showcasing the historical context
(including
WW1conscientious
conscientious
objector
railway
Jack Harbour)
& Ball
is a terrific achievement
(including WW1
objector
and and
railway
porter,porter,
Jack Harbour)
Bat & BallBat
station
is astation
terrific achievement
[Twitter post]. [Twitter post].
Retrieved from
Retrieved
fromhttps://twitter.com/7oaksww1/status/1103217546323521536?s=11
https://twitter.com/7oaksww1/status/1103217546323521536?s=11

“The quality of the work is first
clit’s been really well done. the
quality6 of the environment inside
6
the building, and the fact that
the building is open and staffed, is great. it is
going to make the place feel a lot safer, and
will make a significant difference in the way
the building is treated by people around it.
When the access to platform 1 is complete,
I’m pretty sure that will increase footfall too.”
[Cllr Tony Clayton, Chairman, Sevenoaks Rail
Travellers’ Association]

“I visited Bat and Ball for the first time last
week since being away, and it’s the first time
I’ve seen it completed with all the hoardings
down and the cafe open. I must say it does
look terrific, and is great to see after all the
hard work that you all put in. I had a quick visit
to the cafe (coffee and a cake) and again,
the quality is very high at very good value. I
don’t remember much of the old Bat and Ball
other than what I’ve seen over the past year,
but the transformation is simply outstanding.
I can only thank you for giving the Station a
new lease of life and look forward to seeing
it succeed.” [Elliott Waters, Station Manager,
Southeastern - Orpington Group]

37OaksWW1. (2019, 6 March). Conserving our railway heritage; creating a new community asset; showcasing the historical context (including WW1 conscientious objector
and railway porter, Jack Harbour) Bat & Ball station is a terrific achievement [Twitter post]. Retrieved from https://twitter.com/7oaksww1/status/1103217546323521536?s=11
4Volunteers were not asked this question, as they had committed their time to volunteering for the project; they were not therefore felt to be impartial on this question.
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IMPACT ON STATION
AESTHETICS

Feedback on the look and feel of the station
is very positive. All groups spoken to thought
that the station is now much more attractive
than before the redevelopment.
Those who have seen the inside of the
building – in particular those who attended
the open day – are particularly positive about
the way in which the redevelopment has
restored the building while maintaining and
enhancing the heritage. Many spoke about
how the station is ‘authentic’, has maintained
‘period features’, and has is sympathetic to the
original.

“It looks beautiful - it’s been so
sympathetically done.”
[Respondent, Open Day survey]
“Refurbishment has been done very well.
Now an asset for northern Sevenoaks.”
[Respondent, Open Day survey]
“Very tasteful interior decoration
throughout with interesting detail.
Managed to make it feel modern whilst
retaining a feeling of nostalgia with the
period feature.” [Respondent, Open Day
survey]
“Extremely pleased that, for once, a
redevelopment has been undertaken
with a stylish but sensitive nod to a

traditional appearance. Fantastic
project. Extremely well done. Will
certainly be using the station more as a
result.”
[Respondent, Commuter survey]
“The cafe and waiting rooms (from what
I’ve seen through the window!) have
been improved massively. I love the
traditional style of them.”
[Respondent, Commuter survey]
“Both the inside and outside of the
building now looks fantastic. I think it will
improve this area of Sevenoaks and look
forward to the pop-up restaurants and
other activities that will be held there.”
[Respondent, Commuter survey]
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Impact on station aesthetics
“It looks beautiful - it's been so sympathetically done.” [Respondent, Open Day survey]

“Refurbishment has been done very well. Now an asset for northern Sevenoaks.” [Responden
Open Day survey]

“Very tasteful interior decoration throughout with interesting detail. Managed to make it fee
modern whilst retaining a feeling of nostalgia with the period feature.” [Respondent, Open D
survey]

“Extremely pleased that, for once, a redevelopment has been undertaken with a stylish but
sensitive nod to a traditional appearance. Fantastic project. Extremely well done. Will certain
using the station more as a result.” [Respondent, Commuter survey]
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“The cafe and waiting rooms (from what I've seen through
window!)
been improved
“The cafe and waiting rooms (from what I've seen through the window!) have been improved
massively. I love the traditional style of them.” [Respondent, Commuter survey]

Figure“Both
3 shows
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views
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and outside of
the building
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significant
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Figure
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IMPACT ON
STATION USAGE

A survey of all households in Sevenoaks
Town – administered prior to the station
redevelopment – showed that 26% of
the local population use the Bat and Ball
station, compared with 98% using the main
Sevenoaks station. A qualitative survey of
existing users (also administered prior to the
station redevelopment) showed that they
would use it more often if the facilities were
improved.
While it is too early to fully understand the
impact of the station redevelopment on
passenger numbers, the early data suggests
that the redevelopment of the station has
increased, and will increase further, passenger
numbers for the station.
Passenger data from Southeastern and Govia
Thameslink Railways (GTR) already shows
an increase in passenger usage of Bat and

Ball station. Passenger numbers increased
almost 30 percent from 8,561 in December
2018 to 11,105 in January 2019, an increase of
2,544 (see Figure 4). This is greater than the
corresponding increase of 2,070 the previous
year (between December 2017 and January
2018).
The increase in number of journeys between
December 2018 and January 2019 of
+2,544 (or +30%) is not only greater than
the increase between December 2017 and
January 2018 (+2,070 or +24%), it is also
greater than the increase at Sevenoaks
station in both time periods (+1,543 or 8%
in 2017/18, and +2,177 or 10% in 2018/19). This
suggests that the increase at Bat and Ball is
greater than might have been expected based
on passenger data from Sevenoaks station
and from previous years, and may be partly
the result of the redevelopment.

F4 Passenger data5
Station

Bat and Ball station

Sevenoaks station

5Source:

Govia Thameslink Railway

Time period

Number of journeys

December 2017

8,593

January 2018

10,664

December 2018

8,561

January 2019

11,105

December 2017

18,406

January 2018

19,949

December 2018

20,372

January 2019

22,489

Change in journeys

+ 2,070

+24%

+2,544

+30%

+1,543

+8%

+2,177

+10%
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Survey work undertaken by the Sevenoaks
Rail Travellers Association (SRTA) suggests
that the number of passengers is higher than
records held by GTR. SRTA ran a survey
on March 14th 2019, between 5.55am and
9.25am, and extrapolated the number of
passengers for the whole day.
Their analysis suggests that:
• Peak footfall for the day is at least 642
• Total footfall will be at least 714. Reports
from the afternoon suggest that the
number of students going home was
higher than the number coming in to
Bat and Ball in the morning, so this
extrapolation to 714 is a lower estimate.
• Annual footfall should be at least 142,800,
compared to Office of Rail and Road
estimates of 128,900 in 2017/186 .

It may be therefore that the total number of
passengers, and the increase in passengers, is
higher than shown in Figure 4.
Furthermore, the commuter survey shows
that 23% commuters say they will travel
more frequently to and/or from Bat and Ball
station because of the redevelopment. On
average, they expect to make approximately
a little over one additional journey per week
(the average estimated increase was 5.6 per
month).
‘The station is more attractive’ was the main
reason given for using the station more
frequently (see Figure 5). However, the café,
increased safety, and station toilets were all
given as reasons by over half of those who say
they will use the station more.

“It is more accessible and more convenient and
safer as well. I am very pleased with this new
redevelopment.” [Respondent, Commuter survey]
“Bathrooms are an essential upgrade and hope they
become available.” [Respondent, Commuter survey]
“A really brilliant job has been done! You have done a
great job at breathing life into an old, unused building.
It feels so much better and safer to use. I’m also hoping
to use the community rooms for my son’s birthday too!”
[Respondent, Commuter survey]

F5 Reasons for increased usage of Bat and Ball station
The station is more attractive
The station will have a café
The stattion feels safer
The station will have toilets
The station is more accessible

82%
73%
68%
45%
23%

“Q. Why will the redevelopment of Bat and Ball station meant that you travel to and/or from the station
more frequently? please tick all that apply” [Those saying they will use the station mre frequently]. n=22
6See

page 35 for more details
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Young people’s use of Bat and Ball station
Feedback from families and schools before the redevelopment suggested that some young
people would avoid after-school activities, as attending would mean they would have to travel
home by train after dark, and they did not feel safe at Bat and Ball station after dark.
Young people were asked in the survey if and how their use of Bat and Ball station would
change. Only 15 young people completed the survey, but six of them said that they are more
likely to attend after-school activities as a result of the station redevelopment (see Figure 6).
This suggests that the redevelopment will have a positive impact on some young people’s
ability to attend educational activities.
F6 Change in travel behaviour for young people
Change in travel behaviour

Number responses

I am more likely to attend after-school activities

6

I am more likely to use the station during the day time

6

If I attend after-school activities or other events in the evening, I am
more likely to travel home by train

3

I am more likely to use the station during the evening

3

None of these

5

“Glad it’s finally been changed and made better!” [Young people commuter survey]

Further developments at the station
Two areas of the station redevelopment were not completed when the research began – the
bicycle racks and new entrance that will link platform 1 with the community centre.
Commuters were asked about whether they will use the new entrance and new cycle racks
(see Figure 7). Over one-third of commuters will use the new entrance regularly, and over half
will use it regularly or occasionally. There was also feedback suggesting that improvements to
platform 1 and the new entrance to platform 1 would be welcomed (see Figure). The impact
that this would have on the accessibility of the station, especially for disabled and older people,
was mentioned several times.
The cycle racks will not be used as frequently, but 11% said they would use them regularly or
occasionally.
New entrance
Cycle racks
F7 Potential usage of cycle racks and new entrance
Regulary
Occasionally

2%

35%
9%

Very rarely

19%

Never
Dont know

23%

17%

26%
57%

5%
6%

“Q. How frequently, if at all, do you think you willuse the new entrance platform 1 to
community centre? How frequently, if at all, do you think you will use the new cycle racks?”
n=95
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“Platform 1 needs redoi¬ng too just like the other side as
it looks really good! I use platform 1 every day and it gets
very busy early in the morning with not many places to sit
for everyone as the seating is not very nice on platform 1.
Can’t wait to use the new entryway when it comes. Love
the work so far.” [Respondent, Commuter survey]
“The next improvement would be to get some accessible
access to platform 1! We use it to get to Kings College
Hospital but always have to get on at Sevenoaks if I’m
taking my mum in her wheelchair. Really well done
[on the work so far].” [Respondent, Commuter survey]

There were some concerns expressed about lack of parking, particularly by those attending the
Open Days. It was felt that this would be a potential problem if events are held at the station.

“[I least like that there is] No parking for hall users. Lack of
buses or taxi connection.” [Respondent, Open Day survey]
“Lack of provision for parking - access for drop off pick up
of disabled/elderly folk who would appreciate the new
facilities.” [Respondent, Open Day survey]
“We are pleased about the access through the community
centre that is planned but concerned about the knock-on
impact in parking down our road. Already it can be difficult
for residents to park. I can only foresee this becoming
worse when access from Crampton’s Road is opened up.”
[Respondent, Open Day survey]
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IMPACT ON
PASSENGER SAFETY
The Bat and Ball station, and the immediate
area around it, was seen by many as a place
to avoid at night. There was poor lighting,
and drug dealing took place near the station.
This led to fewer people using the station and
a level of anti-social behaviour taking place.
Crime statistics from the local police show
that from March 2017 to February 2018 – the
year before the refurbishment started – there
were on average 2.5 crimes committed per
month. These crimes ranged in nature from
(as classified by the police) Violence & Sexual,
Damage & Arson, Public Order, Theft, and
Drugs. Most were Damage & Arson cases,
and the second largest category of crime was
Violence & Sexual. One of the aims of the
station refurbishment was therefore to make
the station a safer and more attractive place
to be.
The local police statistics indicate that the
refurbishment has already had a positive
impact by reducing the number of crimes in
and around the station. Since the start of the
refurbishments in March 2018 to December
2018, there were on average only 0.5 crimes

per month. This corresponds to two fewer
crimes per month, or a drop of 80%.
Crimes fell across all categories, but the
biggest drop was in Damage & Arson which
fell from 16 to only 3 crimes, followed by
Violence and Sexual, for which there were six
crimes before the redevelopment and have
been none since.
This correlates with data relating to youth
visits by Sevenoaks Area Youth Trust, needed
for addressing anti-social behaviour at Bat
and Ball Station. Between 15th March and
20th September 2018 they made one visit for
anti-social behaviour per week. Since 21st
September they have not had to make any
visits.
Perception of safety
This drop in recorded crime correlates with
an increase in sense of safety at the station
(see Figure 8). All groups who were surveyed
felt that the station was much safer now than
before it was redeveloped. In particular, open
day attendees scored safety at 2.6 out of 10
before the redevelopment, and 6.5 after.

F8 Sense of safety at Bat and Ball station
Open Day Attendees

Before

2.6

6.5
4.1

Commuters
Young People
Volunteers

After

3.6

6.7
6.1

4.0

7.0

“Q. Givinga score between 0 and 10, with 0 being of very unsafe, and 10 being extremely safe, how safe does
Bat and Ball station feel after dark? Please leave this question blank if you do not know... Now/Before the
station was redeveloped.” n=67, 84, 12, 4
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Nonetheless, there is still room for improvement in people’s sense of safety at the station,
particularly among young people. Even after the redevelopment, young people scored the
sense of safety at only 6.1 out of 10. This may improve over time, particularly if there is no
return of anti-social behaviour. Suggestions for increasing safety include having the station
staffed in the evenings (which is beyond the remit of Sevenoaks Town Council), and increasing
the lighting at the station.

“It has made it more inviting, feels safer and smartened up a very dismal
area.” [Respondent, Open Day survey]
“The redevelopment of the station is great, thank you. I’ve noticed more &
more people using the station over the past year whereas before it was pretty
deserted, so I feel safer now. I hope the local teenagers respect all the hard
work & expense that’s gone into it & don’t destroy it. I would be very wary of
leaving a bike here for that reason.” [Respondent, Commuter survey]
“I think there needs to be more lights it gets very dark at night.” [Young
person]
“Bat and Ball station is looking great. Hoping the new revival of the station
buildings will improve the issues with antisocial behaviour.”
[Respondent, Commuter survey]
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Impact on heritage preservation and
education

events provided an opportunity to meet
people in the community.

The appointment of the Heritage
Engagement Officer, Linda Redden, enabled
a range of heritage events and community
engagement to take place at Bat and Ball
station. The talks informed people about the
history and restoration of the station, as well
as the importance of heritage restoration
more widely. Among others, there were arts
and crafts workshops for children, history
lectures, and contractors taught visitors
about the technical restoration aspects of
restoring bricks and wood.

“Excellent idea to invite local people.
Fascinating! We are so busy and rarely look
up but such tours mean in the future we will
recognise historical aspects of the building,
its structure, make up and social history
aspects. Also provides a chance to meet
those who knew the station as it was in its
day”. [Respondent, Heritage event]

A flyer was created and handed out to inform
visitors about the heritage of Bat and Ball
station. The readers were asked if they were
more likely to use the Bat and Ball station
after reading the flyer, to which a large
majority – 80 percent of respondents – said
yes. Many of the 20 percent that did not
think they would use the station more often
explained they already used the station
frequently, or that it was simply too far out
of the way. When asked if the flyer changed
their opinion about local heritage, 49 percent
said it did. A small majority (51 percent)

There have been a number of benefits to
the community of the heritage activities,
including:
• Increased heritage knowledge and skills,
particularly for school children
• Opportunities to meet other people in the
community
Brick Restoration talk
Aug 18

Wood restoration event
Sept 18

Hard hat tour
Sept 18

Strongly agree 7

3

6

Agree

3

2

3

Neutral

0

0

0

Disagree

1

0

0

• A greater sense of guardianship of heritage
among the local community
• The creation of a photo record and
information leaflets and brochures
Feedback from the heritage events was very
positive as people enjoyed learning more
about heritage restauration of the Bat and
Ball station. Figure 9 shows that almost
everyone strongly agreed or agreed that
they got an opportunity to engage with the
heritage of Bat and Ball station during the
events. Feedback from participants at the
heritage events highlights that people not
only enjoyed learning about the station and
heritage more generally, but also how the

said it did not change their opinion on local
heritage. However, about half of these people
stated they already considered local heritage
to be important before they read the flyer.
The quotes below are from the survey about
the flyer and represent the feelings of many
people that filled in the survey.
“Shows how important it is to the historical
buildings in and around the town and,
convert into useful space.” [Response to
flyer]
“It is lovely to see this building restored and
ready to be used again. Trashing it and
building something modern would have
been a shame”. [Response to flyer]
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The information in the flyer was also produced in a series of interpretation boards which were
sited outside Bat and Ball Station, at Sevenoaks mainline Station, Sevenoaks Library and
the Sevenoaks Community Centre to provide further information about the refurbishment
project and heritage of the building for the public to view. Some key stories from the heritage
information about the station will eventually be developed into permanent interpretation
boards.

10
Poster advertising the redevelopment of the station

Bat and Ball website

12

A website for Bat and Ball station was created and launched at the end of August 2018. The
website was an opportunity for the public to observe the progress of the refurbishment, on a
weekly basis, in the form of a photographic timeline record of works being undertaken. The
website also had/has information about the heritage of the station and significance of the
building. It is also a platform for the public to learn about events, news, submit memories
and comment on historical information. As shown in Figure 10, visitor statistics increased
considerably in the first months of 2019.
7

F10 Visitor statistics Bat and Ball station refurbishment website
Number of visits

7

September 2018

172

October 2018

159

November 2018

72

December 2018

0

January 2019

758

February 2019

342

March 2019

541

Source: Sevenoaks Town Council
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CONTRIBUTION OF
VOLUNTEERS

The station refurbishment also provided a
variety of volunteering opportunities, thereby
enabling members of the community to get
involved with the redevelopment project.
Some conducted research or contributed
historical data on the coming of the
railway to Sevenoaks. Others assisted by
photographing the redevelopment works and
key events, or by helping out at meetings or
events.
Judging by the feedback on the volunteer
survey, volunteers gave an average of 55
hours per person to the redevelopment.
The numbers of hours committed ranged
considerably, from about 10 hours to up to
100 hours. This mainly reflected the nature
of their roles. The volunteer contributions
were highly valuable as they enabled the
Town Council to host a range of events,
to share knowledge, and document the
change from the start of the project up to
and including the opening and use of the
station. It was also a good way to get the
community involved and enthusiastic about
the redevelopment project.
Besides the Town Council, the volunteers
also benefitted from getting involved. The
quotes below highlight the satisfaction that
volunteers got by getting involved. They had
the opportunity to gain or improve their
knowledge and skills, and put their skills in
practice. Furthermore, they could meet and
network with a range of people from within
and outside the Sevenoaks community.

“The excellence of the work, the wonderful
commitment of all the crafts-persons involved
and their always welcoming approach
throughout the months of work to a pesky
photographer constantly getting in their way.
Naz, who was in charge of the work was
always very helpful, enthusiastic about what
we were doing and constantly suggesting
interesting things to photograph. His whole
approach was a lesson in excellence to
managers everywhere. In short, the whole
was a delight. And it reflects extremely well
on Sevenoaks Town Council who had the
imagination to go ahead with the project
and had the determination to do so with such
high quality works which shows so clearly in
the outcome. The Town Council’s Heritage
Officer Linda Redden’s imaginative and
extremely well-organised events were a major
factor in the success of, and engagement of
the community in, the project.”
[Respondent, Volunteer survey].
“Good for personal networking; helped me
think further on the impact of the coming
of the railway on the town in the 1860s.”
[Respondent, Volunteer survey].
“Greatly heartened to see such skill and
commitment at a time when the loss of
‘doing’ skills and alienation are so apparent
in the increasingly ravaged British economy.”
[Respondent, Volunteer survey].
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the Preview (nearly end of work) event on
27 November.

CASE STUDY:
The Sevenoaks Camera Club’s
involvement in the Bat and Ball station
redevelopment

Case study provided by Derek Medhurst
from the Sevenoaks Camera Club
Nine members from the Sevenoaks Camera
Club put themselves forward as volunteers
to support Bat and Ball station to create
a pictorial record of the refurbishment for
publication during (for the website) and
at the end of the project (at events such as
talks and an exhibition). This was the largest
number of volunteers for a single community
activity the Club had seen. One further
member came forward towards the end
of the year to take a video from the steam
excursion train that passed through the
station at the end of November.
In total, the volunteers have spent about
268 hours on this project. This includes
photography, travel to the location, photo
editing, attending Friends’ and other
meetings, and co-ordination/communication.
At least two of the club are continuing
volunteering into 2019.
By the end of December 2018, photos had
been taken on 41 separate occasions during
the year. This includes internal and external
shots, some of the latter not involving access
to the formal construction site at all. It also
includes half a day photographing station
memorabilia at the council offices. There are
now nearly 1200 photos in total.
Benefits to the Town Council
Likely benefits to the Town Council include:
• Photos of the progress of the
refurbishment for batandballstation.com
• Photos of the refurb for a looping show at

• Volunteer photography recording some of
the public events
• Possibility of printing photos for use as
a ‘hard copy’ archive of the renovation
work for historical reference by future
generations.
• A route via the Club members for
communication to local residents about
the project.
• One photo was used as the underlying
picture of the 2018 Town Mayoral
Christmas card
• The possibility for the council to display
photos at the station.
Benefits for Sevenoaks Camera Club
members
Benefits to the club members include
photograph skills, such as:
• Taking photographs in low light, and
improving understanding of either using
flash or a camera’s capability for such
pictures without flash.
• Coping with a variety of lighting
conditions, from the low light to very
bright conditions when the sun decided
to shine that gave issues of controlling the
potential high contrast in scenes.
• Considering the visual significance of
large-scale versus small-scale construction
feature in our photos, e.g. when to go close
and small, and when wider overall shots
were appropriate.
• Looking for more ‘creative’ and interesting
photographs to supplement what
sometimes might appear quite standard
‘process’ pictures of the progress of the
construction.
• Photographing details and close-ups on
site, plus the memorabilia at the Council
offices. Both had been done before, but
now needed more structure because of the
formal use of the photos.
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• Skills for the photography of old hinges
and locks or other artefacts found on site
• Night-time photography of a floodlit
building site.
• Photographing public events with
significant numbers of attendees.
• The benefit of planning and rehearsal(s)
using proxy items when facing important
one-off photo opportunities. This relates
specifically to the passage of the steam
excursion train through the station in the
late afternoon of the 27 November preview
event.
• Learning more about one’s camera’s video
capability, especially how to shoot low
light level videos, and gaining experience
of making short movies using iMovie and
Premiere Rush software.
• Experience of selecting the optimum
photos from many similar ones taken
around the same time.

• Broadened knowledge of the station’s and
area’s history, and some of the building
techniques used in the second half of the
19th Century to put it up.
• Learning from discussions about the
refurbishment work with a range of people,
from building company executives through
to the expert craftsmen involved on the
work, as well as passengers. The benefits of
talking with knowledgeable craftsmen with
such passion for their type of traditional
work was highly valuable.
• Awareness of the importance of health and
safety matters on even a small construction
site, whilst also being provided with
opportunities to put these skills in practice
to photograph in roof voids or over floor
joists when all boarding had been removed.
• One member attended an oral history
workshop put on by the Council, thereby
gaining knowledge of that technique which
can be transferred to different historical
research interests.
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Photographs by the Sevenoaks Camera Club

The members who have been most closely
involved in this project agree that it has been
a valuable and enriching project for them. For
the club, the commitment to take part in this
medium-term project encouraged members
to improve photographic skills to deal with
real issues we faced at various times, whether
technical or aesthetic. As well as giving the
Town Council a good free service, it has also
been a great learning and doing experience
for the club.joists when all boarding had been
removed.
One member attended an oral history
workshop put on by the Council, thereby
gaining knowledge of that technique which
can be transferred to different historical
research interests.

13
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THE WIDER IMPACT OF
THE DEVELOPMENT

The redevelopment has had benefits that
go beyond the users of the station. This
includes benefits to the local economy and to
people who live in the area. In addition, the
redevelopment is likely to act as a catalyst to
further developments in the future. These are
outlined below.

90,563 visits to the station were projected
in the business plan, of which 15% were
anticipated to be day visitors, attracted
to the area to attend events and activities
at the station. These visitors are likely to
spend £360k per annum, supporting or
creating a further 13 jobs.

Impact on the local economy

A further eight jobs are expected to be
created once the multiplier effects of
employment through staff spend and
supply chain events are accounted for.

The redevelopment of the station building is
expected to have already boosted the local
economy, and to continue to boost the local
economy in the future.
A 2016 report by AECOM analysed the
development plan and estimated that the
redevelopment would:

Some young people gained apprentices with
the contractor during the construction work,
gaining useful skills and experience.

• Create 19 FTE construction jobs during
• The 12-month renovation period
• Create 25 net additional jobs, contributing
approximately £1.2 million of Gross Value
Added (GVA) per annum, following the
development. These 25 jobs are as follows:
The café, venue for hire and retail of local
produce will provide revenue streams
to support the financial viability of the
building into the future, directly creating
two jobs.
A Heritage Engagement Office has been
employed – creating one job.
Procurement of local produce to
sell, as well as other local goods and
services such as caretaking, supplies and
professional services, will support one
further FTE job.

“Thoroughly enjoyed the experience and
how helpful the other colleagues were."
[Apprentice]
"Thank you for the time I spent with you. I
learned many things. The people was very
nice, friendly and helpful. Also the site was
very clean which made my time there
productive. Look forward to working with you
again.”
[Apprentice]
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IMPACT ON THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY

Alongside the heritage benefits and benefits
from using the station, there are additional
benefits to the wider community. All groups
said that they felt more proud of the Bat
and Ball area now than before the station
redevelopment. This was particularly true
of open day attendees and volunteers (see
Figure 11).
In addition, both open day attendees and
volunteers felt that the Bat and Ball area felt
better connected to the rest of the Sevenoaks
area and beyond (see F12)8.
F11 Sense of safety at Bat and Ball station
Open Day Attendees

After

Before

2.7

7.6
3.9

Commuters

7.0

3.9

Young People

6.3
4.5

Volunteers

8.5

“Q. Givinga score between 0 and 10, with 0 being of not at all proud, and 10 being extremely proud, how
proud of the Bat and Ball are do you feel... Now/Before the station was redeveloped." n=91, 95, 10, 4

F12 Sense of connection to rest of Sevenoaks area and beyond
Open Day Attendees
Volunteers

3.2
3.4

Before

After

5.9
6.4

“Q. Givinga score between 0 and 10, with 0 being of very poorly connected, and 10 being extremely well
connected, how much does Bat and Ball are feel conected to the reast of the sevenoaks area and beyond:..
Now/Before the station was redeveloped." n=85, 5
8

This metric was not asked to commuters and young people, partly to keep the surveys short, and partly because commuters were – by definition – already using the
station.
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FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS

There are several areas where future
developments are expected to create further
benefits for the local community. These are
described below:

•

Good, safe, public transport links for the new homes through the station.

Northern Sevenoaks Masterplan

Community Rail Partnership

The Bat and Ball station redevelopment is an
important part of the Northern Sevenoaks
Masterplan. According to the Town Council,
the masterplan would not have been
created without the redevelopment of the
station, which allows for the delivery of new
sustainable homes.

The redevelopment of the station has
been the catalyst for the development of a
Community Rail Partnership (CRP). This will
link Bat and Ball station with other stations
on the line, and lead to opportunities for
communities near all of these stations.

The proposals contained within the
masterplan would create several benefits for
the area

• Increase in visitor numbers to Bat and
Ball station and other stations
on the line,
14
leading to economic benefits above and
beyond those mentioned on page 19.

• The provision of new housing: proposals
for over 900 new homes, 40% of which
would be affordable units based on current
policy.
• Good, safe, public transport links for the
new homes through the station.
• The intensification and regeneration of
existing business areas, creating a further
boost to the local economy.
• Environmental benefits: improved
green infrastructure, and protected and
enhanced biodiversity.
• Employment opportunities created by
leisure activities in the area.
• Improved well-being created by
the improved public realm and the
opportunities to take part in leisure
activities in the area

This is expected to lead to:

• Recreation opportunities for local residents
through increased awareness of, and access
to, opportunities at other stations.
• Specific CRP activities. For example,
the CRP will be able to add additional
carriages to trains for specific events,
such as the promotion of cycling days for
children and young people.
Redevelopment of other stations
The redevelopment of Bat and Ball station
is a good example of how stations can
be redeveloped while maintaining and
enhancing the local heritage. A toolkit
is being created that outlines how the
redevelopment process can be improved,
drawing on the lessons from Bat and Ball.
This will help other areas to redevelop
heritage stations; this is already happening at
Herne Hill station in South London.
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SOCIAL
VALUE

This evaluation has sought to estimate
the social value created by the station
redevelopment. Social value has been
estimated where there is a sufficient quantity
of data to make a reasonable estimate. In
the future the social value estimates may
change, either because new outcomes can be
measured and valued (for example, if the new
entrance to Platform 1 creates further time
savings for commuters) or because existing
outcomes increase (for example, if ‘sense of
safety’ at the station continues to improve).
The social value calculations are shown in
Figure 13. These suggest the following:
• The economic benefits amount to around
£1.2 million per year, as calculated by
Aecom

• Increase in sense of safety at the station
leads to social value of a little over £500,000
per year
• There are smaller amounts of social value
created by reduction in crime (around
£30,000 per year) and time savings for
commuters (around £6,000 per year)
• The increase in pride in the Bat and Ball
area has the potential to create around
£2.4 million per year. However, this assumes
that everyone in Northern Sevenoaks feels
the same increase in pride in the area as
the commuters – this is unlikely at this
stage. This figure of £2.4 million should
be seen as the potential social value that
could be created by increased pride in the
area over time.
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Type of
value
Economic
impact

Time
savings for
commuters

Calculation details

Economic value – Gross Value Added (GVA) – calculated by Aecom10

Total
£1.2 million
GVA per
year

There were 441 more journeys in January 2019 than in January 2018. This
is despite a lower number of journeys in December 2018 than December
2017. We have assumed that Bat and Ball is a more convenient station
for these travellers, but that these journeys would have started / ended at
Sevenoaks Station were it not for the redevelopment of Bat and Ball.
It takes approximately seven minutes to drive between the two stations
at rush hour11. Not everyone will save seven minutes as some people will
live between the two stations. We have therefore conservatively assumed
that those 441 journeys will save 3.5 minutes each (or 0.058 hours).

£540,000

The mean salary in Sevenoaks is £20.1812 , meaning that the value created
is 441 journeys per month x 12 months x 0.058 hours x £20.18 per hour =
£6,200 per year.

Reduced
crime

Sense of
safety

Pride in area

There are now two fewer crimes per month than before the
redevelopment, equating to 24 crimes per year. The main type of crime
is criminal damage. The impact of criminal damage has been calculated
at £1,350 per incident – this includes defensive expenditure, insurance
administration, value of property stolen / damaged, physical and
emotional harm, lost output, and costs for health, victim, police and
other criminal justice services. The value created is therefore £1,350 per
crime x 2 crimes per month x 12 months = £32,400 per year.13
HACT – the Housing Associations’ Charitable Trust – has developed
several values to represent outcomes for the community. The most
relevant of these for ‘sense of safety’ at the station is judged to be ‘no
problems with teenagers hanging around’, which is valued at £5,760 per
person per day.14
Sense of safety at the station rose by 2.6 points out of 10 (or 0.26 points
on a 0 to 1 scale) for commuters. Data from GTR shows that 358 people
use the station per day (in January 2019). Therefore, the potential social
value creation is 358 people x 0.26 x £5,760 per person per year = £540,000
The sense of belonging in a ‘good neighbourhood’ has been valued at
£1,747 per person per year by HACT15. Sense of pride in the Bat and
Ball area rose by 3.1 points out of 10 (or 0.31 points on a 0 to 1 scale) for
commuters. Of all the groups surveyed, commuters were judged to be
the most representative of the general population.
There are 4,500 people in northern Sevenoaks.16 Therefore, the potential
social value creation is 4,500 people x 0.31 x £1,747 per person per year =
£2.4 million. However, this assumes that everyone in Northern Sevenoaks
feels the same increase in pride in the area as the commuters. This
is unlikely to be the case at the moment, but may occur once the
developments outlined in the Northern Sevenoaks masterplan are
completed.

£32,400 per
year

£540,000

Potential for
up to £2.4
million per
year

13 Home Office (2018), The economic and social costs of crime, Second edition https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/732110/the-economic-and-socialcosts-of-crime-horr99.pdf
14 HACT (2014), Measuring the Social Impact of Community Investment: A guide to using the Wellbeing Valuation Approach
15 Ibid.
16 Northern Sevenoaks masterplan
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APPENDIX 1:
SURVEY COMMENTS

Figure 1: Baseline survey respondents’ comments on the station
• It's unbelievable in this day and age that anyone with disabilities, or anyone with a
pushchair, should be unable to catch a train to London from this station because of the
access issues. And the state of the building and its surroundings makes Bat and Ball
station a destination that I actively avoid at present.
• (There are) intimidating young adults hanging around the station and there is vandalism.
My young child has to go past groups of frightening youths.
• This station seems to have been forgotten…and people using it are often referred to as
troublemakers. That may be due to the perception that is given by some of the unsociable
elements who hang around the station.
Figure 2: Commuter comments on the station aesthetics
• Extremely pleased that, for once, a redevelopment has been undertaken with a stylish
but sensitive nod to a traditional appearance. Fantastic project. Extremely well done. Will
certainly be using the station more as a result.
• Both the inside and outside of the building now looks fantastic. I think it will improve this
area of Sevenoaks and look forward to the pop-up restaurants and other activities that
will be held there.
Figure 3: Commuter comments on potential further improvements
• A HUGE improvement :) I still feel that work could be done on platform 1
Platform 1,
as this lets it down, it’s very dirty and unkempt
and the new
entrance to • The next improvement would be to get some accessible access to platform
1! We use it to get to Kings College Hospital but always have to get on at
platform 1
Sevenoaks if I'm taking my mum in her wheelchair.
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Figure 4: Commuter comments on lighting, safety and anti-social behaviour
• The redevelopment of the station is great, thank you. I've noticed more & more people
using the station over the past year whereas before it was pretty deserted, so I feel safer
now
Figure 5: Commuter comments on the café

Positive
comments

• The cafe is fantastic! The renovation has been carried out to a high
standard, the coffee is great, the menu looks varied and it is now quite a
unique venue in Sevenoaks. I will definitely plan to use the cafe with friends
• The service I received in the cafe was very welcoming and it's great to be
able to get a coffee on my way to work

Figure 6: Commuter’s general positive comments
• A really brilliant job has been done! You have done a great job at breathing life into an
old, unused building. It feels so much better and safer to use.
• Station looks lovely now and was overdue development
Figure 7: Open Day Participants: Q. “What, if anything, do you like most about the
Bat and Ball station redevelopment?”. Answers related to the maintenance and
enhancement of the station heritage
• Love that it is faithful to the old station. Atmospheric and a real community asset.
• The refurbishment has been done very well, keeping many Victorian features and to a
high standard.
Figure 8: Open Day Participants: Q. “What, if anything, do you like most about the Bat
and Ball station redevelopment?”. Other answers
Bringing a
building back
into use

• Having used the station as a commuter in the 70s. It's great to see it in
use again

Impact on the
local area

• It has made it more inviting, feels safer and smartened up a very
dismal area

The function
room

• It is really bright and cheerful and provides much needed [space] for
hiring
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APPENDIX 2:
SURVEY PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
Figure 26: Age
Open Day Attendees
Number

Commuters

Percentage

Number

Volunteers

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Under 16

1

1%

3

3%

-

0%

16-24

-

-

6

8%

-

0%

25-34

2

2%

20

25%

-

0%

35-44

17

17%

23

29%

-

0%

45-54

12

12%

16

20%

-

0%

55-64

21

20%

13

16%

-

0%

65+

50

49%

-

0%

2

100%

Figure 27: Gender
Open Day Attendees
Number

Male

%

Commuters
Number

Young People

%

Number

%

Volunteers
Number

%

37

38%

40

50%

4

50%

2

100%

Female 61

62%

40

50%

4

50%

0

0%

Figure 28: Postcode
Open Day Attendees
%

Commuters
Number

%

Young People
Number

%

Volunteers

Postcode

Number

Number

%

TN13

39

38%

26

33%

2

25%

2

100%

TN14

48

47%

43

55%

0

0%

0

0%

Other TN 12

12%

6

8%

1

13%

0

0%

Non-TN

13%

540

6%

6

75%

0

0%

Number

%

3

Figure 28: Postcode
Commuters

On five days per week or more

45

55%

On three or four days per week

19

23%

On one or two days per week

9

11%

More than once per month, but less than once per week

2

2%

Once per month or less

7

9%
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APPENDIX 3:
BAT AND BALL
PASSENGER COUNT
Count and analysis undertaken by
Sevenoak Rail Travelers Association
Trains Heading
North

5.55
6.25
6.55
7.21
7.55
8.25
8.55

People
Getting On

3
6
6
15
21
19
6

People
Getting Off

People
Getting Off

6.21

12

2

6.51

26

6

7.23

33

3

7.52

46

11

8.23

26

18

8.51

8

4

9.21

7

2

158

46

0
1
6
7
8
4

9

6

Total

85

32

= 243
= 78
= 321

People
Getting On

0

9.25

Total getting on
Total getting off
Total footfall

Trains Heading
South

If all these peak users return later in the day,
peak footfall for the day is at least 642

• If 24 offpeak trains (between 9.30 and 3.30) have conservatively estimated average footfall of 3 each, then
the total footfall will be 642+72 = 714
• Annual footfall should then be at least 200 x 714 = 142,800, compared to ORR estimates of 102,800 in
2016/7, and 128,900 in 2017/8.
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